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Concepts addressed:  
Interwar instabilities: political and economic instabilities in Europe and China; rise of fascism and 
militarism in Italy, Germany and Japan; rise of anti-colonialism  
 

1. Sources of inter-war instabilities  
A. Problems with Versailles treaty/WWI "settlement"  

1. Italy received virtually no territory even after joining the Allies  
2. Not all ethnicities received their own nation-state; some ethnic/ linguistic groups divided - 

German-speakers in the Sudetenland under Czechoslovakia  
3. Unnatural borders/territorial configurations - e.g., creation of Poland with access to Baltic 

Sea entailed "Polish corridor" strip of land that split western Germany from 
Prussia/eastern Germany  

B. War-time/post-war uncertainties and innovations  
1. Russian Revolution inspired Communist uprisings in Germany, brought about alliance of 

previously-existing socialist/ Communist parties with Russia that reduced their autonomy  
2. Gender roles altered - women at work during war generally returned home but experience 

of independence remained; veterans often required much care rather than being the bread-
winners  

3. Modernist art, literature, music challenged old assumptions/ methods of expression  
C. Economic adjustments and changes  

1. Brief post-war "recovery boom" ended with recession c. 1920  
2. Increasing degree of interconnection between economies meant problems in one might 

affect others  
3. Large reparations owed by Germany, Franco-Belgian management of Rhineland mines 

meant loss of control over some sources of revenue - population resisted demands to pay 
reparations so politicians reluctant to demand more taxes  

4. "Old" industrial activities (textiles, mining, etc) less profitable so jobs being lost/pay 
being cut without training of workers  

5. Increasing worker consciousness; growing disparity between rich and poor, though early 
"welfare state" provisions some compensation (pensions, unemployment insurance)  

D. China  
1. Exit of Europeans from trading ports on coast due to pressures of WWI and Chinese 

nationalists  
2. Nationalists strived to take control, modernize China but met resistance of 

wealthy/landlords  
3. Confusion and weakness of central government enabled Japan to conquer Manchuria in 

the 1930s  
2. Fascism/Militarism  

A. Basic elements/characteristics of fascism  
1. Determination to effect national recovery from perceived military, economic, or 

diplomatic humiliation  
2. Society deeply divided along class lines, political affiliations to be unified under single 

strong leader  
3. Expansionist - people needed to gain territory, colonies in order to symbolize their pre-

eminence as a people  
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4. Single party that attempted to absorb virtually all activities among private citizens 
(influenced churches, Boy Scouts ... ) - Mussolini coined the term "totalitarianism"  

5. Attempt to generate superficial unity of interest involved rituals, parades, chants, 
demonstrations of leader's superior qualities  

6. At once conservative/traditionalist (e.g. gender roles) and modern (fascination for 
airplanes)  

B. Germany  
1. National Socialist (Nazi) Party rose to power in era of economic, political instabilities - 

exploited weaknesses of constitution, public discontent with parliamentary politicians  
2. Adolf Hitler used speaking skills, charisma, sense for public mood, and own period of 

service in WWI to appeal to those Germans upset with modernization, economic/social 
change  

3. Exploited fear of Communists while promising economic/social improvements  
4. Drew upon anti-Semitic ideas current at various levels in society Jews symbolized 

modernization - scapegoats for German economic, political struggles  
5. Developed presence throughout German society, political system as Nazis ready to take 

over once public emergency declared 
6. Hitler's theory of Lebensraum: Germans needed living space, to be acquired at expense of 

Slavic peoples (Poles, Russians) to the east  
4. Theory of Arian supremacy - those of Arian blood (indicated by blond hair, blue eyes) 

deemed of greater ability, civilization than "Latins" (e.g. French, Italians); far superior to 
Slavs and Jews --- justification for conquest, dominance over "inferior peoples"  

5. Began re-militarization in violation of Treaty of Versailles but French lacked means to 
stop without involvement of British and many in France wanted to avoid second war at 
any cost  

6. British determined to avoid war, saw admirable aspects of Nazi Germany (discipline, 
relative cultural and economic conservatism, determination to fight 
socialism/Communism) 

C. Italy  
1. Like Hitler, Mussolini fought in WWI, experienced humiliation of nation by Western 

European powers/US  
2. Fascists initially one among several parties attempting to draw Italians together - major 

conflicts/competition with Communists enabled Fascists to gain adherence of middle 
class, many in rural areas  

3. Mussolini's Concordat with the Catholic Church enabled Italians to accept fascism while 
remaining true to their religion  

4. Invasion/conquest of Abyssinia (Ethiopia) demonstrated determination and barbaric 
excesses of Italian military (needed to use chemical weapons in order to win against 
minimally armed people)  

5. Cultural exhibitions such as celebration of Roman Empire combined reminiscences with 
modern technology, kitsch  

6. Fascist economy was corporatist in theory: State as mediator between employers and 
workers - in practice, employers able to call the shots  

D. Japan  
1. Many Japanese dissatisfied by lack of recognition/respect from US, Western European 

great powers - not given hearing in negotiations for naval treaties, access to steel  
2. Parliamentary politicians unable to deal with economic recession associated with global 

Depression  
3. Rapid economic modernization of early 20th century put strains on many sectors of 

society - farmers struggled  
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4. Military leaders gained sway over the Emperor, emphasized Emperor as divine and object 
of worship - all to obey him and thus the military  

5. Army conquered Manchuria against government wishes but government lacked authority, 
means to control the army  

6. Racial ideas emphasized Japanese superiority over Europeans; need for Japan to form 
Asian "co-prosperity zone" that would give Japan raw materials and would give Asians 
security against European imperialism  

3. Anti-colonialism  
A. Following decades of English, French presence and education, many peoples in Asian, 

African colonies gained sense of gap between European democratic/liberal theories and 
practice in the colonies 

B. Development of sophisticated racial, national theories that elided aspects of their histories but 
raised pride - ego Negritude in Francophone black Africa/Caribbean  

C. Colonies provided soldiers during WWI - Indian soldiers for the British, Senegalese for the 
French, etc. - learned own abilities, greater contact with European culture, realized Europeans 
weren't vastly superior to them  

D. Education, technology started to make nationalist movements more possible - but demands 
often limited to self-government rather than full independence in period prior to WWII  

E. On eve of WWII, Indian independence leaders (Congress Party) such as Gandhi, Nehru, etc. 
made substantive inroads on British power  


